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Benefits of using the Apprenticeship Levy
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Apprenticeships provide you with the benefit of a varied learning environment that
promotes hands-on learning. Rather than sitting in a classroom all day, an apprenticeship
gives you the immediate opportunity to apply your knowledge and use your skills in daily
practice. This learning-while-doing method can also boost your confidence to perform
quickly and effectively with certainty about your capabilities.

Key benefits:

Increased employee
satisfaction and retention

Knowledge sharing &
collaboration

Leadership development Lower cost of CPD

Nationally recognised
qualification

Succession planning
CPD tailored to your
organisations needs

Succession planningPractical CPD on the job

Why MalCPD?



Coaching Professional Level 5 Apprenticeship
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Who is this course designed for?
This apprenticeship is designed to meet the development needs for those wanting to
develop their skills and gain a recognised qualification in Coaching.

Ignite your coaching and mentoring prowess within the organisational context
 through our dynamic program. Gain the essential knowledge, skills, and

understanding to become an effective coach or mentor.

Acquire the necessary tools and
techniques to effectively guide and
empower others on their journey of
growth and development.

Develop a deep understanding of the
organisational dynamics and
contexts that shape successful
coaching and mentoring
relationships.

Explore innovative approaches and
strategies to maximise your impact
as a coach or mentor in driving
individual and team excellence.

Engage in practical exercises, case
studies, and interactive discussions
that enhance your skills &
confidence in coaching and
mentoring.

Embrace a dynamic learning
environment where you can
collaborate & learn from fellow
participants, expanding your network
and sharing best practices.

You will:

4 full-day facilitated workshops

Independent learning and reflection
through platform-based resources.

What does the apprenticeship entail?

Developing a comprehensive
portfolio of commentary and

supporting practical evidence which
will underpin:

Strategic business proposal,
presentation with questioning

Professional discussion underpinned
by a portfolio of evidence

You will be required to demonstrate your
knowledge, skills & behaviours through: 

What is the duration of the course?

Approx 18 months - while we
understand everyone has different

lifestyles and commitments, this is the
typical duration to complete this

course.

How will I be supported during my study?

You will be assigned a trainer who will deliver your workshop sessions as well as an
assessor / tutor for the duration of your apprenticeship who will both provide 
support and feedback as you progress.



Senior Leadership Level 7 Apprenticeship
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Who is this course designed for?
This apprenticeship is designed to meet the development needs for those currently
operating in a senior leader position or for those aspiring to move into such a role in the
short to medium-term.

Gain the essential knowledge, skills, and understanding to become an
effective leader through our nationally recognised dynamic programme.

Personal  Leadership:
   Vision & values that underpin your 
   leadership style.

High-Performance Team Building:     
   Ignite teamwork for success.

Strategic Leadership:  
   Lead with vision and impact.

Change Management Mastery:
   Navigate change effortlessly.

Organisational Values & Strategy:
   Align values for strategic success.

Influence & Negotiation Strategies:
   Drive outcomes through influence.

Strategic Data Analysis:
   Use data for smarter decisions.

Workforce & Logistics Planning:
   Optimise resources strategically for 
   peak performance.

You will develop:

6 full-day facilitated workshops

Independent learning and reflection
through platform-based resources.

What does the apprenticeship entail?

Developing a comprehensive
portfolio of commentary and

supporting practical evidence which
will underpin:

Strategic business proposal,
presentation with questioning

Professional discussion underpinned
by a portfolio of evidence

You will be required to demonstrate your
knowledge, skills & behaviours through: 

What is the duration of the course?

Approx 24 months - while we
understand everyone has different

lifestyles and commitments, this is the
typical duration to complete this

course.

How will I be supported during my study?
You will be assigned a trainer who will deliver your workshop sessions as well as an

assessor / tutor for the duration of your apprenticeship who will both provide 
support and feedback as you progress.



This document is designed to help you to facilitate a learning partnership with MalCPD
through the gap in provision process in the following courses:

      

        Coaching Professional (Level 5)                       Senior Leader (Level 7)

You will need to nominate MalCPD as your preferred provider and through doing so, you
will be able to access the Apprenticeship Levy to invest in your workforce's growth and

development and receive your apprenticeship through MalCPD.

To nominate MalCPD as your preferred learning provider through the ‘Gap in Provision’
process, simply follow these steps:

Follow this link to access the application for a
‘Gap in Provision’ on the government website: 

Complete the ‘Find Apprenticeship Training
Service’ form – quick link found here: 

Select the result of your search then scroll
down to click on ‘View providers for this course’

Populate filters for either Leadership Level 7 or
Coaching Level 5 and ‘Apply filters.’

A list of providers will appear – please scroll to the bottom of the page
and select ‘Share your interest’ then on the first page click ‘Start now’

Complete the application form

https://www.gov.uk/employers-find-
apprenticeship-training

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-to-the-
apar-as-an-apprenticeship-training-
provider#application-route-1-gaps-in-
provision

ACCESSING THE APPRENTICESHIP LEVY THROUGH THE
GAP IN PROVISION PROCESS

Once you have completed the application form your registered interest is published for
one calendar month. Other training providers may contact you during this time.
After one month, you will need to let the DFE know that whilst there were other
providers, they weren't as suitable as MalCPD.
MalCPD gets an invitation to become your training provider.

Next steps:

If you have any questions or require further information, please do not hesitate to 
reach out to MalCPD.

Thank you for considering MalCPD as your Coaching & Leadership training 
provider. We look forward to developing a valuable learning partnership. 
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TESTIMONIALS

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐  

The course with Malarvilie was one of the most
impactful CLPL activities I have undertaken in my

career. It allowed me to reflect on my own
leadership on a personal level whilst coaching me to

develop strategies to improve my skills and self-
awareness. It gave me vital time and space to

consider and discuss the impact of my leadership
approaches in work and life.

 
I have absolutely no doubt that it played a vital role

in helping me to secure my first permanent Senior
Leadership role - I even mentioned it during my

interviews!
 

Malarvilie is friendly, extremely knowledgeable and
very down to earth. Her experience in real

organisational settings allows her to contextualise
the theory she explores with you and there is a real

sense of empathy in her delivery. I thoroughly
recommend the course.

Sam Martin, Scotland, UK

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

 
'Malarvilie has a very

relatable facilitator style
and uses her previous

life as a school leader to
provide a deeper

understanding of the
challenges faced and

use a professional
empathy of what

pressures modern
organisations are
currently facing.'

Julian Churchill,
Headteacher

Contact


